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About This Game

Detective Michael Stone arrives in the small town of Pineview to assist the local police force with a seemingly simple case - A
couple is found dead in their kitchen. The locals believe it to be a case of murder-suicide, their speculation fueled by rumors of

the turbulent nature of the couple's relationship.

Is it just small-town gossip, or is there some truth to the rumors?

Help Detective Stone, assisted by the driven and empathetic Amy Blunt, discover the truth behind Chris and Diane's story. But
be warned: the further he pursues the case, the more his own past shall come back to haunt him. And the closer his sanity will be

pushed to the edge.

Rainswept is an adventure game - A murder mystery dealing with themes of love, relationships and unresolved trauma. It has
been developed by Frostwood Interactive, a studio found by Armaan Sandhu. The soundtrack is being composed by Micamic,

the composer behind Harvester Games' excellent 2012 indie title "The Cat Lady"
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 As Detective Stone, explore the beautiful town of Pineview, talk to the many locals, interview suspects, dig through the
victims' pasts and try to piece together the story behind Chris and Diane's brutal deaths.

Also play as Chris and experience his story with Diane - joining them in key moments of their lives together as they
meet for the first time, get to know each other and fall in love.

Featuring:

An emotionally captivating story set in an immersive and atmospheric game world

A wide cast of characters with deep histories, meaningful motivations and distinct personalities

A moving original soundtrack by Micamic (Downfall, The Cat Lady, Lorelai)

Pine trees, coffee and rain. Lots of rain.
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Title: Rainswept
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Frostwood Interactive
Publisher:
Frostwood Interactive
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019
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My little (very subjective) review:

I really like this game. When i bought it i expected a little point & click adventure that focusses mainly on pure gathering
of evidence to solve the murder case. But this game is much more. It's about people: The detective, his collegues, the victims
and lots of other people in town. Everybody has a little or a bigger story to tell. The dialogues are very well written. Not too
long, not complicated, not over-dramatic, but very realistic and atmospheric and often reminds me of myself or other people i
know. It is certainly not a happy story, but a good one. And i almost forgot to mention the nice music that supports the
melancholic atmosphere of the game really well.

This is certainly not a puzzle- or skill focusses game, it's not about fancy graphics (although i have to admit: I like the art style).
If you're looking for something challenging this is not the game for you. But if you're looking for a very well written interactive
story about peoples lives ... check this out.

And to be fair: There are some minor issues with the game: It doesn't have any voice acting (which doesn't bother me, better no
voice acting than mediocre voice acting), the animations aren't too pretty and i've encounters some sounds bugs (saving and
reloading helps). That's basically it. Nothing else that bothers me.

To make it short: Rainswept tells a great interactive story with well written dialogue that focusses on pure storytelling, not
gameplay. You liked Night in the Woods or Kentucky Route Zero? You will probably like Rainswept as well.. It sets the
atmosphere perfectly with the opening shots and subsequent scenes. Still not too far into the game but I can't wait to dive deeper
into the story and talk to all the characters. Mr. 'I'm not your grandpa' Grandpa is my favorite so far <3. What a super
experience I had playing Rainswept! The unique animation and play style of the game allow you to become immersed very
quickly. The graphic design may be minimalistic, but is perfect in its ability to resonate and express the mood and atmosphere
of the game. The writing was poignant, and really moved me. The story is sad but also deeply recognizable and familiar to
anyone who has overcome obstacles that left scars. I walked away feeling like I learned something about myself, and my own
relationship to trauma, isolation, guilt and sadness. I <3 Rainswept!. It's not a complete disaster, but the game didn't really do it
for me:

1) No sense of agency: most interactive novels at least give you more choices. There's barely any actual choices here. This is
especially bad since it's a detective game: I'd expect more chances to get things wrong, or to affect the investigation at all.
2) There is quite a bit of time dedicated to the protagonist's mental state, but I don't think it was done well.
3) The game has some of the worst animations I can remember.... and I can remember old 8 bit computers. It's not that the
animations are wooden: It's easy to forgive wooden. They are bad enough to be funny, and I don't want funny in a game that
takes itself this seriously.

It's not as if there aren't good things: The solution of the mystery is plausible, the music works well, and if not for the animation,
the art is fine
It'd be possible to make this into an actual good game, probably without crazy amounts of effort, but as it is, and given how
competitive the adventure\/interactive novel genre is, this isn't up to par.. I really like this game. It enters waters that some
people don't really like to talk about. (there's a warning at the beginning of the game telling). It goes through trauma, suicide,
murder and some depressing moments. I really enjoy the story so far, but I don't need to tell you all about it when I can just
show you. (Little bit of some self-promoting my channel if you will).
Here is a part of the game if you are interested in playing it for yourself before you buy it.

https://youtu.be/M_jKERpYxqw. Love it! Adventure games are my favorite, and they are too far and few between. Hope to see
more from this developer.. I played this game when the demo had just first come out around a year ago (give or take a few
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months) and I can honestly say that this game has a lot to it. There is a lot to love about this game including the gorgeous colors
and unique animation style, along with the story and depth that it gives you. The characters are funny and you never get bored.
Pros:
Beautiful aesthetics, quality dialogue, really unique style and gameplay

Cons:
Animation can be a bit snappy sometimes and the colors can be a bit overbearing in certain scenes (unless my eyes are just
sensitive!). I loved this game! Great story, mystery kept you guessing, and the art style was simplistic but so beautiful. You can
check out my play through here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bmSEkBEBEI&list=PLKeaE7G_ZkDIriEh4xNygVld6oiskLc-n. Steam has informed me
that I played Rainswept for 1.7 hours, however there was little to no interactive gameplay during this time. the controls are the
main issue for me, mouse cursor slow to respond, felt clunky and slow. Conversations with town folk were boring & repetitive.
Was really looking forward to this game but was sorely dissapointed. Not cheap either.. It's a 2D point-and-click adventure
about coffee, rain, and murder in the small town of Pineview. I think the second half of the game (it overall took me about 4hrs
to beat) is definitely weaker than the first, but it's well-paced, and overall well-written.

I love how the game is "shot", and some of the cinematography is breathtaking. If you're into criminal dramas, cop shows, etc.,
this is definitely something to look into for its price point.

Check out my full review here! -> https://youtu.be/LhO4PKBPZ1g
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Honestly, I can completely ignore the bus and graphical glitches for the power and emotion that is put into this game. As a
person who has trauma, and is mentally ill this game struck something in me. Because mental illness isn't fun. It's not pretty. It
doesn't mean you're weak or lesser. It just means you need help. And as someone who is at one f the lowest points in their lives,
sometimes you need to admit that you need help.

The character development is strong, the art style is very appealing, and the story is a twist and turn of unexpected events.
Anyone who likes a good mystery novel will love this game.. Really enjoyable. Amazing atmosphere, characters, writing, art
style & soundtrack. Highly recommend. Has some minor issues but otherwise a really great ambitious title with a nuanced story
and stunning environments. Starting with cons may discourage some people, but please don't let it. If you think you'll like this
game, chances are, you will. Looking forward to what the devs come out w in future.

CONS:
- ending is not unsatisfying persay, but seems a bit rushed
-quite short, 3-5 hrs
-some minor glitches
-some issues w calibration (icons won't pop up when hovering over appropriate objects)
-plot w michael's wife seems a bit shoved on

PROS:
-amazing soundtrack
-novel concept
-great art
-incredibly charming
-immersive
-emotive
-relationship between chris and diane incredibly nuanced and interesting

PLAY IF YOU LIKED:
- night in the woods
- firewatch
- choice of robots
- always sometimes monsters
- orwell
-to the moon. Just finished this game and I'm so glad I didn't pass this one up. The story was extremely compelling, the music
was atmospheric and chilling, and the sound and visuals paired together extremely well. There were a few hiccups (a bit of audio
that would do a tiny bit of glitching while changing scenes, and a task notification that hung around for several scenes), but
overall this game was spectacular! I highly recommend you support the developer.
Also, I'm not sure if this game is meant to give off extreme Washington State vibes, but it gave them off to me lol.. A great
story, with a nice atmosphere.

I don't regret buying or finishing the game, but at some times it felt quite slow.

If the game is a 7/10 now, a voice-over would really have helped the pacing and made it much more enjoyable to play moving it
to maybe a 9/10, for the type of game it is.

All in all, if it's raining outside, and you're sitting inside, wondering what to play, then this game is probably a good candidate
for you.. It's not a complete disaster, but the game didn't really do it for me:

1) No sense of agency: most interactive novels at least give you more choices. There's barely any actual choices here. This is
especially bad since it's a detective game: I'd expect more chances to get things wrong, or to affect the investigation at all.
2) There is quite a bit of time dedicated to the protagonist's mental state, but I don't think it was done well.
3) The game has some of the worst animations I can remember.... and I can remember old 8 bit computers. It's not that the
animations are wooden: It's easy to forgive wooden. They are bad enough to be funny, and I don't want funny in a game that
takes itself this seriously.
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It's not as if there aren't good things: The solution of the mystery is plausible, the music works well, and if not for the animation,
the art is fine
It'd be possible to make this into an actual good game, probably without crazy amounts of effort, but as it is, and given how
competitive the adventure/interactive novel genre is, this isn't up to par.. A mellow, solid game with a decent story. Definitely
worth checking out for the price point, especially considering the length.
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